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Abstract—The continuing growth in the mobile phone arena,
particularly in terms of device capabilities and ownership, is hav-
ing a transformational impact on media consumption. It is now
possible to consider orchestrated multistream experiences deliv-
ered across many devices, rather than the playback of content
from a single device. However, there are significant challenges in
realizing such a vision, particularly around the management of syn-
chronicity between associated media streams. This is compounded
by the heterogeneous nature of user devices, the networks upon
which they operate, and the perceptions of users. This paper intro-
duces IMSync, an open interstream synchronization framework
that incorporates human factors to capture the quality of experi-
ence (QoE). IMSync adopts efficient monitoring and control mech-
anisms, alongside a QoE perception model that has been derived
from a series of subjective user experiments. Based on an observa-
tion of lag, IMSync is able to use this model of impact to determine
an appropriate strategy to catch-up with playback while minimiz-
ing the potential detrimental impacts on a users QoE. The impact
model adopts a balanced approach: Trading off the potential im-
pact on QoE of initiating a resynchronization process compared
with retaining the current levels of nonsynchronicity, in order to
maintain high levels of QoE. A series of experiments demonstrate
the potential of the framework as a basis for enabling new immer-
sive media experiences.

Index Terms—Multimedia systems, human factors, multimedia
communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the last five years we have witnessed an increas-
ing trend towards coordinated media experiences. This

has been driven by growth in mobile phone and tablet own-
ership, leading to the development of applications that pro-
vide second screen experiences [4], [10], designed to act as
a companion to content being viewed on a primary screen. Mo-
bile devices are, themselves, also used to deliver an increasing
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amount of streamed media content, with research highlighting
that 40%–65% of tablet devices are used to stream movie and TV
programmes at least once a day [8]. People are spending far more
time watching video content on their mobile devices; in the U.S.
this is estimated to be 59% more than compared with 5 years
ago [24]. The role of mobile devices as ‘second screens’ is also
evolving, with early examples focusing around the provision of
supplementary companion information in non-real time, to more
recent examples demonstrating the potential of orchestrated me-
dia experiences. Examples include semantic video applications
that adapt a single-screen application into a multi-screen envi-
ronment based on either the author or user preferences [31] and
systems that offer multi-screen orchestration linking television
programmes with a “social sense”, making use of QR codes
on the TV screen and the camera of second screens to connect
these experiences [13]. A number of projects are also looking to
widen the experience beyond that of a single television image.
Microsoft’s IllumiRoom project augments the area around a tele-
vision using projection, with visualizations designed to enhance
gaming experiences [14] and a similar concept has been demon-
strated by the BBC who produced a short film to demonstrate the
potential of their Surround Video technology within a domes-
tic, living-room environment [36]. The potential psychological
impact of these additional screens has also been studied, with
investigations into attention split, cognitive load and perceived
comfort in order to determine an appropriate number of screens
that could be viewed simultaneously [3], [37]. At the forefront of
spatial audio research, transaural audio, ambisonics, and wave
field synthesis have been actively researched to enhance audi-
ence experience using specialized equipment and designs [32].

This paper addresses the underlying challenges associated
with orchestrating new and immersive media experiences across
multiple end-user devices. Its specific contributions are based
around the design and implementation of an open synchroniza-
tion framework that uses modern web technologies together
with an adaptive synchronization model in order to maintain
high levels of QoE. Notably, the model has been derived from
a detailed analysis of the relevant human factors, and provides
a balanced approach to resolving issues with the synchronicity
of content. The paper is structured as follows. Section II pro-
vides a context for our work, highlighting a use case scenario
that we use to establish our design objectives. We also discuss
related work closely associated with media synchronization.
In Section III, we introduce the synchronization framework and
provide a detailed description of the framework components, the
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Fig. 1. Enabling immersive media experiences across multiple devices.

devices types and their operation. Section IV describes a series
of experiments that were used to measure user perceptions of re-
synchronization and the non-synchronicity of multiple streams
played in a shared location. Section V provides a summary of
the framework implementation and analysis of results. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. USE CASE AND RELATED WORK

Our use case scenario considers a shared environment, such
as a public house or sports bar, with a group of individuals
that are drawn to video highlights of a football championship.
After browsing the video library on a tablet device one of the
group initiates playback of their content in order to showcase the
event. The experience, however, is underwhelming and limited
by the capabilities of the individual device - notably, the sound
emanating from the tablet seems flat. In order to improve the
experience, three of the group use their own smartphones and
join the application. These additional devices contribute mul-
tiple background soundtracks capturing sound from audiences
and team benches, along with ambient light and vibrations, that
help to recreate the immersive experience of the sport event. This
scenario serves to highlight the objective of this work: creating
vibrant and immersive orchestrated media experience across a
series of heterogeneous user devices, connected via a range of
networks (such as WiFi and LTE), through the formation of a
“device cloud” (Figure 1).

Similar use cases have also been explored recently where
mobile device clouds are constructed to offer advanced sound
features such as multi-channel surround sound [17], directional
sound [5] and noise cancellation [11]. More such examples are
also seen in the field of Internet of Things (IoT) [7]. The main
challenge of ensuring the quality of user experience in immer-
sive and interactive multi-device applications is the real-time
measurement, QoE evaluation, and control of the synchronic-
ity between media objects in an ensemble of user devices over
heterogeneous networks. Even a small degree of media non-
synchronicity can be detrimental to the user experience. Many
external and internal factors, such as clock drift and intermittent
CPU overload at user devices, or explicit user interactions (such
as pause and skip) will often cause linked media objects to fall
out of sync. It is therefore essential to determine the optimal

re-synchronization strategy that has minimal impact on the user
experience.

Research on the topic of media synchronization is conven-
tionally categorized into intra-stream synchronization, inter-
stream synchronization and inter-destination synchronization
(IDMS). Intra-stream synchronization addresses the fidelity of
media playback with respect to temporal relationships between
adjacent media units (MUs) within the same stream. Inter-
stream synchronization refers to the preservation of tempo-
ral dependencies between the playout processes of correlated
media streams [22], [23]; a common example of this is lip-
sync [6], [33]. With the increasing demand of simultaneous
media streaming to geographically distributed end systems, the
level of synchronicity between media streams has become a
deterministic factor in assuring both quality of user experience
and fairness. Recently, Rainer et al. introduced a self-organizing
control scheme with temporal distortion metrics based on the
buffer level for peer synchronization in an IDMS session
[25], [29]. Montagud et al. extensively reviewed 19 emerging
media applications that require inter-destination synchroniza-
tion from the level of “very high” (10 μs–10 ms) to “low”
(500 ms–2000 ms) [22]. In a recent study on perceived synchro-
nization of multi-sensory media, Yuan et al. concluded that users
may tolerate haptic and air-flow media being one to three sec-
onds behind corresponding video content [39]. A game-with-a-
purpose (GWAP) approach was also taken to measure the lower
asynchronism (non-synchronicity) as 400 ms for a social TV
scenario [26]. The impact of rate changes on audio and video
content are studied in [28]. However the work does not cover the
cumulative impact of rate change over time, which is essential
to balance the duration of non-synchronicity and the impact of
rate change. Belda et al. demonstrate the synchronized playback
of video and social media within one user interface using web
technologies [2]. While we share some underlying development
principles, our work focus on the user experience of closely cou-
pled and continuous media, which is different from how human
perceive social media in principle. Most existing studies focus
on the perception of synchronicity in granular thresholds and do
not systematically model the quantitative combined impact of
non-synchronicity and re-synchronization in this emerging sce-
nario, where multi-stream synchronization occurs at the same
physical location. As a result, media objects cannot be orches-
trated appropriately to ensure the best user experience.

Kim et al. studied the multi-device user experience of “com-
modity mobile devices” from an acoustic perspective. Rather
than considering network impact, the work focuses on the spec-
ifications of the loudspeakers on user devices and their distance
to listeners [17]. Examples of multi-device media applications
have also emerged from industry, with the innovations in multi-
room wireless audio such as Sonos being a particularly recent
example. Most of the products in this area make use of cus-
tomized chipsets or a proprietary mesh-network for synchronic-
ity. Our work aims to provide an open, portable, and QoE-aware
application-level synchronization framework, which can be
enabled on different types of user devices with minimal config-
uration and user intervention. The key enabler of the framework
is a novel user perception model purpose-built to capture
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Fig. 2. Inter-stream synchronization framework and testing environment.

inter-stream synchronicity with respect to the delivery of
immersive media experiences across connected user devices.
Although its QoE impact functions are tailored for audio-visual
media streams, the framework can expand its support on
multi-sensory media types based on the same synchronization
mechanisms.

III. INTER-STREAM MEDIA SYNCHRONIZATION FRAMEWORK

The purpose of the inter-stream media synchronization (IM-
Sync) framework is to enable the development, evaluation, and
operation of a QoE perception model, allowing QoE-aware or-
chestration of media streams across multiple devices. The frame-
work, shown in Fig. 2, was designed to be portable, lightweight
and operative with minimal requirements on user devices,
allowing heterogeneous devices to participate the delivery of
immersive experience easily and without requiring additional
applications. IMSync is not dependent on any media distri-
bution mechanisms such as MPEG DASH since it coordinates
directly with media players for high-level media playback status
and control functions.

The framework defines three reference device types: master
device, auxiliary device, and sync server with each representing
a specific role within a multi-device environment. The media
playback session on the master device is the temporal reference
point of all auxiliary devices. Auxiliary devices may join at any
point to enhance the media experience while maintaining their
synchronicity to the master. The sync server is a central point
where measurements related to playhead position and player
statistics are gathered and dispatched. The playback statistics of
all devices are monitored and logged by the sync server using
sync signalling. When the sync server detects a noticeable gap
in playhead position (PP) between any auxiliary device and the
master device, a sync message will be sent to the corresponding
auxiliary device with additional timing information. Using such
information, the QoE perception model at the auxiliary device

then studies the degree of non-synchronicity and determines
the optimal solution for re-synchronization based on impact to
user experience and capacity of relevant devices. The role of a
device is managed solely by the sync server and determined by
the type of sync messages received by a user device. Therefore,
any participating device can be elected as the master device
during the course of the application. The election of master
device follows three principles: 1) The first user device to start
a media application becomes the master device; 2) If the master
device fails to maintain its connection with the sync server for
more than 10 seconds, the sync server will name an auxiliary
device as the new master. When the replaced master device
re-establishes the connection with the sync server, it will be
treated as an auxiliary device by receiving sync messages for
maintaining its synchronicity with the new master; 3) Whenever
a user interacts with a device such as a skip operation to move the
content forward, that device becomes the master and all other
associated devices will use the latest user instruction as the
reference and make adjustments accordingly. The sync server
also maintains a sync manifest, through which the roles and
media information of participating devices in the application
are determined.

A. Master and Auxiliary Devices

Master and auxiliary devices share three functional modules:
playback and buffer management, sync signaling, and sync con-
troller. On the auxiliary devices, a QoE perception model is also
active to measure the perceived experience of non-synchronicity
from the master and to instruct the sync controller with optimal
playout adjustments. Since such calculations are only conducted
on auxiliary devices for their own synchronicity with the mas-
ter, the framework allows the number of connected devices to
scale up without additional workload on the master. As the sole
reference point for synchronization, the master device does not
require a QoE perception model to adjust its playout.
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1) Playback and Buffer Management: The playback and
buffer management module directly interacts with media ap-
plications on the same device. The module also intervenes in
the activities of the player including playout rate adjustments
and pre-emptive buffering according to decisions made by the
sync controller. Modern web browsers provide detailed runtime
statistics (such as the W3C HTML Video buffered property:
vid.buffered) and control interfaces of the native media play-
back engine. Monitoring the buffer level also provides insights
into buffering delay, which is one of the main causes of non-
synchronicity between user devices. The buffering delay can be
measured as the gap between when the player requests for a
new playhead position (unbuffered) and the start of playback.
The future buffering delay can be estimated based on a moving
average of the measurements from past events.

2) Sync Signaling: In order to measure the discrepancy be-
tween the playhead positions of media streams, sync messages
carrying information such as the playback statistics from par-
ticipating devices are exchanged periodically and efficiently by
the sync signaling module via the sync server. This imposes two
challenges in the framework design: 1) to define the means of
time reference for sync messages, and 2) to mitigate the impact
of network QoS and device capability on the performance of the
framework in operation.

The most straightforward means of referencing time is to
exploit the absolute time provided by the internal clocks on
user devices, and use it to timestamp each event (e.g., “Device
1 is playing frame number 326 at (local) time 15:56:12.240”).
To ensure the synchronicity of the clocks, the Network Time
Protocol (NTP) is commonly used to adjust a device’s clock
using a time broadcast by an NTP server, with transmission time
compensated for by a one-way-delay (OWD) metric. Clocks
may also drift after NTP synchronization, hence, some time-
critical applications require the clock synchronization process to
take place periodically. The NTP-based clock synchronization
requires additional ports and connections at user devices. It
should also be recognized that clock synchronization requires,
by its nature, long periods to maintain accurate timekeeping.
Periods of hours or days and tens or hundreds of comparisons
are required for the convergence of local time to within a few
tens of milliseconds [20]. Further, NTP clients are not available
or enabled on all user devices.

The IMSync framework departs from the conventional de-
signs with dependencies on NTP and employs web technologies
such as WebSockets to enable efficient full-duplex communi-
cation channels for the exchange of timing information directly
and synchronously. Using this mechanism, playback control
messages such as “skip to play-head position 1” are executed
immediately as synchronous messages when they are received.
Time-offsets are appended to the control messages to compen-
sate buffering delays and network delays. Therefore our solution
does not require the clocks of corresponding devices to be syn-
chronized with each other. All devices must establish a socket
connection with the sync server, which uses a “heartbeat” mech-
anism to send out periodic (every second) “keep-alive” messages
to the clients to see if they are still online. The clients subse-
quently respond with an ACK acknowledgement message with
standard player data attached.

Using the statistics gathered through ACK messages, the sync
server maintains the play-head-position information on all con-
nected devices. It also has specially designed mechanisms to
compensate for any signalling or playback delay. In a typical
digital TV scenario, media servers process all media content and
interleave time bases as part of the media transport streams in
order to measure and control media synchronicity at the client
side [9], [41]. Such an approach is not feasible for distributed
user-generated content. IMSync capitalizes on its web-based in-
teractive design and uses the playhead position (offset by sync
manifest) reported by media players as reference. In practice,
sync messages carrying the current playhead position of the
master device pmaster may take the time of Δt0 to arrive at an
auxiliary device, by which time the master has already a new
playhead position of pmaster + Δt0 . When a media player is in-
structed to adjust its playhead position (e.g., by seeking forward
to a specific point in the media stream), the instruction will be
delayed by Δt0 in transmission.

Moreover, when the sync controller and the playback man-
agement function instruct the media player to re-synchronize by
adjusting its playhead position, the media player must request a
new data range from the content server and wait for the player
buffer to be filled to a certain level before the playback can re-
sume. This process often leads to an additional buffering delay
of Δt1 determined by the available bandwidth and the buffer
size/buffering strategy at the end device. Without the help of
a synchronization framework, the streams at auxiliary devices
may lag behind the master for Δt0 + Δt1 , which could be in
the scale of hundreds of milliseconds to tens of seconds. To
mitigate the impact of such a delay, the sync signaling module
monitors the round trip time of the sync messages exchanged
between user devices and the sync server and estimates the net-
work delay Δt0 . This is similar to the design principle behind
NTP but executed and maintained natively. Because the mea-
surement is conducted on sync messages directly (rather than
using separate NTP probing messages), the mechanism is more
efficient for interactive media applications, having very little
overhead. Together with the playback and buffer management
module, the sync signaling function also maintains a statistical
measurement of Δt1 , the delay between an order being sent
from the playback management function and the media player
completing the execution.

3) Sync Controller: The sync controller monitors the level
of playback non-synchronicity with the master device, and de-
rives from that the timing and strategy for the re-synchronization
process. We consider re-synchronization as a process of taking
the master media stream as the reference and adjusting the aux-
iliary streams to a point where the non-synchronicity is imper-
ceptible by the user. The sync controller currently employs two
re-synchronization approaches, namely Adaptive Media Play-
out (AMP) and Predictive Playhead Projection (PPP), which are
selectively enabled for the best results as perceived by humans.
Table I defines the metrics and functions used by the sync con-
troller. Given a current lag, the controller chooses to increase
playback speed temporarily (AMP), and balances the choice of
speed against the duration of the adjustment, such that the QoE
impact is minimized. Only under extreme conditions does it
perform a seek (PPP) with AMP for a final correction.
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TABLE I
SYNC METRICS AND FUNCTIONS

Symbol Description

s Non-synchronicity between an auxiliary device and the
master device.

SL The level of s when the non-synchronicity becomes
perceivable by human.

SH The level of s when the non-synchronicity is too severe for
the AMP approach to rectify without taking too much time
or causing highly detrimental distortions.

Δs The amount of non-synchronicity to alleviate. By default, it
is set equal to s to completely remove non-synchronicity
(s − 0). Alternatively, if the objective of a system is to
reduce the non-synchronicity to an imperceivable level,
then Δs can be configured as s − SL .

v The original (native) playback rate.
v ′ The adjusted playback rate during AMP.

G The gain of the playback rate. G = v ′
v .

T The duration of the AMP re-synchronization process with G
in effect. T = Δ s

|G −1 | .
G limit The maximum playback gain that can be supported by the

device and network.
T limit The maximum use of time for re-synchronization.
Inon-sync The perceptual impact of non-synchronicity.
Cnon-sync The cumulative impact of non-synchronicity.
Ire-sync The perceptual impact of re-sync process.
C re-sync The cumulative impact of re-sync process.
J The overall impact of non-synchronicity and

re-synchronization to the user.

The impact of non-synchronicity is denoted as Inon-sync, a
function of the non-synchronicity s measured by pmaster +
Δt0 − paux. To reduce s by Δs, the AMP approach temporar-
ily changes the original playback rate v of the auxiliary media
stream to a new v′. The change of playback rate G is defined
as v ′

v . It would take the duration of T = Δs
|G−1| for the auxil-

iary media stream to be perceptually in-sync with the master
stream. Given Δs and v, T is inversely proportional to |G − 1|.
Therefore, a more radical change in playback rate (i.e., a higher
value of |G − 1|) could reduce the non-synchronicity quicker
and therefore result in lower cumulative impact (i.e., Cnon-sync)
to the user experience. However, the change made on the play-
back rate can be noticeable or even annoying to the user. The
cumulative re-synchronization impact Cre-sync is contributed by
G and T . Given Δs, different combinations of G and T can
be selected. Applying G = 1.2 for T = 8 s and G = 1.8 for
T = 2 s would both help in reducing the non-synchronicity by
1.6 seconds though their QoE impact can be significantly dif-
ferent. Finding an optimal solution for a given Δs requires
quantitative modelling of the impact from G and T which are
believed to be non-linear in psychological scales. In practice,
there might also be constraints on G. The execution of G by
the user device is determined by the buffer occupancy and the
network bandwidth. Glimit defines the upper limit of G that the
device can possibly perform. The sync controller passes all rele-
vant measurements to the QoE perception model, which returns
a re-synchronization strategy that leads to minimal total impact
between Cnon-sync and Cre-sync (denoted as J).

While the AMP approach can be exploited to smoothly re-
synchronize media streams, it might not be suitable when Δs
reaches a certain threshold. Predictive playhead projection (PPP)

Fig. 3. IMSync re-synchronization flowchart.

is an approach that directly manipulates the playhead position
of auxiliary streams (i.e., skipping). Although frame skipping is
perceptually detrimental to the user experience, it is more effi-
cient to rectify severe Δs. When a media player skips to a non-
buffered point in the media stream, a further buffering delay Δt1
is introduced. This will then cause the non-synchronicity of Δt1
following the skipping. By monitoring the available bandwidth
and buffer status, PPP estimates the Δt1 (as E(Δt1)) and pre-
emptively appends this as an additional adjustment to the new
playhead position. Any small residual (the difference between
the observed and expected Δt1 (i.e., |O(Δt1) − E(Δt1)|) will
be subsequently corrected by AMP. Although we use the sce-
nario that an auxiliary device lags behind the master device to
introduce the synchronization mechanism, both AMP and PPP
approach can be applied to mitigate non-synchronicity when an
auxiliary device is ahead of the master device. Figure 3 depicts
the IMSync re-synchronization algorithm.

B. QoE Perception Model

The QoE perception model is ultimately the decision maker
that assesses the perceivable non-synchronicity impact and as-
sists auxiliary devices to adjust their playback status in order to
be actively in-sync with the master (reference) device. Internally,
the model incorporates multiple mathematical models to: 1) cor-
relate the cumulative measurements of non-synchronicity and
re-synchronization with subjective user opinion, and 2) derive
the overall impact of the two. The output of the model is a re-
synchronization solution that diminishes the non-synchronicity
between any two media streams to a level not perceivable to
human users with minimal overall impact. The subsequent ex-
ecution of the solution is conducted by the sync controller.
Section IV and Section V give the details of the modelling
and evaluation of the perception model.

C. Sync Server

The sync server bridges the connected user devices so that
application configurations and sync timing information can be
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Fig. 4. IMSync test environment.

efficiently exchanged. An alternative design is to use a self-
organizing overlay to carry the function of a sync server [29].
We recognize the distinctive benefits of each design and favour
the presence of a sync server function because of its relatively
minimal network- and application-level run-time overheads and
software requirements at user clients. The sync server also re-
ceives users’ participation preferences (e.g., media type and
position) from devices, and uses a manifest describing the me-
dia in the form of URIs to map these preferences to separate
components of the media to be dispersed across devices. Tim-
ing information is carried by the periodic messages (as part of
the sync signaling) initiated by the sync server and forwarded
to the sync controllers of all connected devices using the most
efficient connection type possible. For instance, persistent full-
duplex socket connections are often used to establish sync sig-
naling channels with low overheads. A sync server can also run
on a user device so private device clouds can be established in
a local environment.

IV. MODELLING THE HUMAN FACTOR

The change in playback speed yields two perceived effects:
re-synchronization (change of speed) and non-synchronicity.
This section introduces experiments that serve to measure these
two effects independently, and allow us to produce a combined
model to capture the overall human perception.

A. Test Environment

A test environment is designed to model the human fac-
tor and derive the perception model for the IMSync frame-
work (Figure 4). The test environment is designed with network
impact and device capability in mind, integrating controllable
network emulators, and a bespoke full-reference (FR) sync mea-
surement device. The network emulators allow us to evaluate the
effectiveness of the framework in the context of best-effort de-
livery networks. The FR objective measurement device directly
samples and comparatively measures the rendered outputs from
media players in order to accurately evaluate the level of non-
synchronicity between devices. The FR device is only used for
building the perception model and evaluating the framework.

Fig. 5. Full-reference non-synchronicity measurement.

1) Full-Reference Sync Measurement: One of the challenges
of designing and evaluating the QoE perception model is to ac-
curately measure the absolute non-synchronicity between media
streams under the influence of network latency, bandwidth con-
straint, and device capacity. We chose audio as the reference sig-
nal and use a FR measurement device to simultaneously capture
the rendered audio outputs from two user devices using wired
audio connections and then measure their non-synchronicity
level. The FR measurement is only used to assist the model
design and evaluation. The IMSync framework does not require
such measurement to operate. We take the audio sampling in
the rate of 10000 samples per second from both sources and
measure the cross-correlation between samples. Convention-
ally, cross-correlation is calculated based on the entire range of
data from the sampling process, and the time offset from 0 that
gives the peak of cross-correlation defines the inter-stream “lag”
(i.e., non-synchronicity). However, the granularity of the results
from such measurements is too coarse to capture the change of
non-synchronicity influenced by the re-sychronization methods.
Hence, we designed an expandable moving slice algorithm to
better capture the intensity and variation of non-synchronicity
(Figure 5).

The algorithm begins by taking a slice in the size of 100
samples from both audio sources to calculate cross-correlation.
A small slice size gives finer measurement, but no matches
between two slices can be found if the slice size is smaller
than the non-synchronicity. With 10 000 samples per second
and a slice size of 100 samples, each slice covers a duration
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Fig. 6. Non-synchronicity test environment.

of 10 ms. Therefore, an analysis based on 100-sample slices
will detect non-synchronicity below 10 ms. If a correlation over
a pre-defined threshold is found, a measurement is registered
and the calculation will move on to the next slice. Otherwise,
we increase the slice size by 100 samples to expand the search
range, until a result is found.

2) Network Emulator: We use a network emulator, an inde-
pendent network device, to emulate network impairments such
as latency, packet loss, packet corruption, and jitter in real net-
works. The emulator can be applied to any device in the ex-
periment on its data stream or/and sync messages. It is also
possible to apply an automation script so that the network status
fluctuates over time during a experiment.

B. Perception of Non-Synchronicity

In practice, keeping media streams on multiple devices at the
exact playhead position is very difficult. Even for two speakers
that are directly connected to a playback device, the length of
the audio cables and the location of listeners to each speaker
can cause differences in reception. Fortunately, human ears and
visual systems are able to tolerate such differences to an ex-
tent. Existing studies on non-synchronicity focus on the mea-
surements between tracks of a single media stream or the lag
between media streams at different locations [22]. We focus
on studying synchronously played multiple streams at a shared
location, which reflects our use-case scenario. The modeling
of human perception helps us determine the optimal timing
and strategy of the re-synchronization process. The ultimate
means to construct the impact model is through subjective user
experiments.

Our non-sychronicity user experiments took place in an un-
used office, which was configured with a single display to play
the video content accompanied by two audio sources (Figure 6).
Both audio sources have nearly identical distance to the test par-
ticipants, therefore any latency caused by the speed of sound is
negligible.

We selected six representative 20-second video clips for the
experiment (Figure 7). The soccer clip is taken from a FIFA
Worldcup 2014 match with audio commentary. The news clip
shows a short news item on BBC NEWS. The film clip is a scene

Fig. 7. Audio-visual clips for user experiments.

from the film Now You See Me with two characters engaged in a
conversation. The game show clip is part of a round of the game
show Robot Wars with multiple robots battling in an arena. The
tennis clip is a 2016 game of tennis between Andy Murray and
Marin Cilic. The music clip is the video for the track I Don’t
Feel Like Dancin’ by the Scissor Sisters, and contains multiple
people singing and dancing. We prepared test materials from
all six clips with audio source 2 lagging behind audio source
1 (which is in perfect sync with the video source). Over the
different tests, audio source 2 was lagged by: 20 ms, 40 ms,
60 ms, 80 ms, 100 ms, 160 ms.

Before the study started, each participant was given an expla-
nation of the experiment and shown two demonstration videos,
one normal and another where non-synchronicity had been in-
troduced. Each participant, on their own, then watched half of
all of the aforementioned test cases in a random order (18/36
videos). The participants rated each test case in the form of
ACR-HR (absolute category rating with hidden reference) [1]
using the ITU 5-point rating in the impairment scale (5 - Imper-
ceptible; 4 - Perceptible but not annoying; 3 - Slightly annoying;
2 - Annoying; 1 - Very annoying). A total of 32 participants com-
pleted the study; 25 males and 7 females, with 2 aged between
18-30, 22 between 31–40 and 8 older than 40. Study participants
were offered a £10 voucher for completing the experiment.

Figures 8(b), 8(c) and 8(d) show the representitive mean
opinion score (MOS), the arithmetic mean of all the individ-
ual scores, from three source videos. While they all exhibit a
polynomial-like distribution, the non-synchronicity on the game
show clip seems to be far more tolerable compared with the same
test conditions applied to the music and news clips. The MOS
of the experiments on the gameshow clip does not drop below 2
(“annoying”) even when audio source 2 manifests a 160 ms lag,
which is considered as “very annoying” by many participants
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Fig. 8. Aggregated ratings on non-synchronicity.

on other clips. From short post-experiment user interviews, we
learned that the echo-like effect caused by the non-synchronicity
between multiple audio sources resonates with the experience
in a large stadium or gaming arena. Because of this specific
context, non-synchronicity on the game show clip is considered
to be more acceptable. Some users also suggested that their at-
tention was drawn to the actions of the robots in the game show
rather than the sound effects. Accommodating the influence of
content characteristics in modeling is an interesting research
topic to be part of our future work, though the feasibility of
the model could be affected by increased run-time complexity.
Judging from the overall experimental results in Figure 8(a), a
non-synchronicity of 20 ms is barely noticeable. When the level
reaches 40 ms, it is perceivable by some users. From 60 ms, the
non-synchronicity becomes annoying.

To generalize our findings, we derived the overall fitting func-
tion from user scores of all six video sources as below:

Unon-sync(s) = aU s2 − bU s + cU (1)

With aU = 0.00012, bU = −0.0394, and cU = 0.0965, the
fitting has a goodness-of-fit of R2 = 0.9952 and RMSE of 0.081
to the observed data.

The corresponding impact function (how much the user scores
deviate from 5 − Imperceptible) is given below with aI =
−0.00012, bI = 0.03941, and cI = −0.09655

Inon-sync(s) = 5 − Unon-sync(s) = aI s
2 − bI s + cI (2)

In practice, when s reaches a certain level s0 that is perceiv-
able by the user, re-synchronization mechanisms reduce non-
synchronicity to a level s1 that is unnoticeable by the user. We
define the amount to catch up as Δs = s0 − s1 .

Assuming the catch-up process will linearly reduce the non-
synchronicity and it takes a certain amount of time T for the
process to complete, the instantaneous non-synchronicity during
the catch-up from time t = 0 to t = T is s(t) = s0 − t

T Δs.
First, we expand (2) by substituting s(t) :

Inon-sync(t) = aI

(
s0 − t

T
Δs

)2

+ bI

(
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)
+ cI
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2
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The non-synchronicity experienced by the user is then a cu-
mulative effect of Inon-sync(t) characterized by s0 , s1 , and T .

We consider the accumulation linear in time scale and yield the
cumulative impact factor Cnon-sync.

∫
Inon-sync(t)dt = aI
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)2
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3
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)
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We now integrate Inon-sync(t) with our specified limits:

Cnon-sync =
∫ T

0
Inon-sync(t)dt (4)
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=

[
2aI Δs3 − 6aI s0Δs2 − 3bI Δs2 + 6aI s

2
0Δs

+6bI s0Δs + 6cI Δs
]

6|G − 1|
(6)

With s0 and s1 defined, Cnon-sync is directly proportional to T
which suggests that the quicker we bring media streams back
in sync, the less perceivable non-sychronicity impact there will
be to the user. However the processes of re-synchronization can
also lead to new distortions to the media, which sometimes can
be more detrimental than the non-synchronicity itself.

C. Perception of Re-Synchronization

AMP is a rate control mechanism that has been widely used to
achieve smooth media playback or to harmonize buffer level via
the dynamic adjustments of the media playout rate to mitigate
the perceptual impact of network impairments. Li et al. defined
multiple thresholds for the playout controller to start playback
and dynamically adjust the playout rate based on the “buffer
fullness” [18]. Learned from “informal tests”, Kalman et al.
concludes that the change of playback rate of up to 25% is
often unnoticeable and a change of up to 50% is sometimes
acceptable [16]. The threshold of 25% has been adopted by a
number of previous works as the guidance for the maximum
playback rate variation [21], [34]. Li et al. uses a “simple linear
function” to model the “slowdown cost” due to playing slower
than the original playback rate [19]. A number of studies (e.g.,
[35]) also exploit a quadratic impact function initially proposed
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TABLE II
FITTED VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS

Coefficient Fitted value Coefficient Fitted value

p0 0 −2.781 p0 2 −2.282
p1 0 −1.073 p2 1 −0.0442
p0 1 4.838 p1 2 −0.183
p2 0 0.04283 p0 3 0.364
p1 1 1.251

in [15], though the function does not seem to have been derived
from subjective experimentation. It is then uncertain whether
the values given by the impact function are in psychological
scales for QoE optimization. Rainer et al. [27] and Li et al.
[19] also recognized the influence of content characteristics
(visual and acoustic features) on the perception of AMP. Rainer
et al. evaluated the impact of playout variations on the QoE by
adopting a crowdsourcing approach [30].

There are three main issues with such abstract rules and func-
tions found in existing work. Firstly, they do not quantitatively
capture the impact of AMP as perceived by users. Hence the
re-sync process would not be able to optimize for the user ex-
perience. Secondly, the modeling on the impact of the duration
of AMP, which is unlikely to be linear, is missing. A 30% in-
crement in playback rate for 1 second can be imperceptible,
while it may simply take users a bit longer to start noticing the
playback distortion or even find it annoying. Finally, there is a
lack of systematic study on the joint perceptual impact of non-
synchronicity and re-synchronization to optimize the balance
between the two.

To fill the gap in this research field, we carried out further user
experiments to quantitatively model the impact of AMP-based
re-synchronization by the change of playback rate G = v ′

v and
the effective duration T of AMP. This effectively contours the
operational range of AMP. We asked the same 32 participants
that took part in the non-sychronicity experiments to review a
second set of test videos, again generated using the six represen-
tative clips in Figure 7. Each test video had one test condition
applied to it which is a combination of G and T . The selection
of G is 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.8 and 2.0 which maps to the playback
rate v′ of 33, 36, 42, 54 and 60 fps for our test videos with the
same native rate v of 30 fps. The durations T of 1, 2, 4 and
8 seconds are selected. The test conditions are then applied to
the reference videos. A total of 120 test videos were generated,
and each participant watched 60 of them in a random order. The
video playback starts at its native rate v; switches to v′ at t0 ;
and finally goes back to v at t1 . We avoid the first 5 seconds of
the clip, so t0 > 5. The videos were assessed by the participants
using the same rating system as used for the non-sychronicity
experiments.

The impact metric derived from user scores is modelled us-
ing a two-variable polynomial function (Equation 7). We use a
second-order fitting option for the duration T and a third-order
fitting option for the gain G to achieve the optimal balance
between the performance and the complexity of the fitting func-
tion. We also investigated models with higher order coefficients.

Fig. 9. Colormap of user scores.

However they prove to be overly complex and generally cause
over-fitting. Since T = Δs

G−1 , the function can be simplified into
a single-variable polynomial in G (Equation 8). The fitted coef-
ficients are shown in Table II. Overall, function Cre-sync(G) ex-
hibits the goodness-of-fit of R2 = 0.988 and RMSE = 0.1294.
The fitting process is also carried out on test results of three clips
separately which exhibit very similar measures of the goodness-
of-fit.

Cre-sync(G,T ) = p00 + p10T + p01G + p20T
2 + p11TG

+ p02G
2 + p21T

2G + p12TG2 + p03G
3

(7)

Cre-sync(G) = p00 + p10
Δs

G − 1
+ p01

Δs

G − 1

+ p20

(
Δs

G − 1

)2

+ p11
Δs

G − 1
G + p02G

2

+ p21

(
Δs

G − 1

)2

G + p12
Δs

G − 1
G2 + p03G

3

(8)

We also plotted the colormap to demonstrate the user opin-
ion scores of AMP-based re-synchronization with respect to the
combinations of G and T (Figure 9(a)). Note that both the in-
tensity and the duration of the playback rate adjustment have
a non-linear impact to the perception of re-synchronization.
Overall, when G is below 1.2, users are unlikely to notice any
anomaly even when the duration of it is as high as 8 seconds.
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Fig. 10. Impact curve J configured using different values of weight coefficient.

In fact, the combination of 1.2 gain and 8 seconds duration re-
sults in 48 additional frames being played for a 30 fps content,
allowing any auxiliary stream to catch up by 1.6 seconds of
playback time. Using a higher G such as 1.8 could also yield
the same results, though its impact starts to become annoying
when the duration T exceeds 2 seconds. The re-synchronization
impact on the game show clip is shown in Figure 9(b) as a com-
parison to the figure based on all experimental results. We learn
that content characteristics do influence the perceptual impact of
AMP re-synchronization. Temporal change of playback rate is
less noticeable on the game show than on other clips. Users find
a 2-second long doubling of playback rate “perceivable but not
annoying”. The user interviews suggest that the high motion and
complexity of some test scenes can lead to a “masking effect”,
which affects the perception of the playback rate change.

D. Balancing the Perceptual Impacts

The modelling of the non-synchronicity impact Cnon-sync

(Equation 6) and the re-synchronization impact Cre-sync

(Equation 7) enables us to identify the optimal solutions to
adjust playback rate with the minimal overall impact J to user
experience. We normalize and rescale both impact functions into
[0, 4] before combining them using the weighted-sum method
for the global model combination (Equation 9). The weight coef-
ficient α defines the balance between non-synchronicity impact
and resynchronization impact when searching for the optimal
solution using function J . The IMSync framework is flexible
in tuning the AMP solution for applications/users that are more
affected by non-synchronicity (with α > 0.5) or more suscep-
tible to the change of playback rate (with α < 0.5). Given Δs,
Glimit, and α, J is a function of G.

J = α C ′
non-sync + (1 − α)C ′

re-sync, with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (9)

Figure 10 shows the overall impact functions of AMP re-
synchronization for different levels of non-synchronicity and
device/network capabilities Glimit. Figure 10(b) represents the
case when Cnon-sync and Cre-sync are valued equally (α = 0.5).
The figure clearly manifests the joint impact of Cnon-sync and
Cre-sync. When the non-synchronicity is relatively low (e.g., be-
low 0.2 seconds), the best solution with minimum total cumu-
lative perceptual impact can be found using a small playback
gain G allowing a mild Δs to be rectified without causing high
re-synchronization distortion to the application. However, when

there is a high degree of Δs (e.g., above 0.6 second), Cnon-sync

may accumulate a large impact over time. In this case, a more
intensive adjustment to the playback rate is required to greatly
reduce the non-synchronicity quickly with a small cost in re-
synchronization distortion.

The weight coefficient α has great influence on the impact
function J as well as the optimal configurations for the AMP re-
synchronization process. As depicted in Figure 10(a), with more
weight on the re-synchronization impact (α = 0.3), the frame-
work favours mild playback gain G until the non-synchronicity
to catch up reaches the level of 1.28 seconds (compared with
0.32 seconds when α = 0.5). For applications that are more
prone to the level of non-synchronicity than the change of play-
back rate, α can be set above 0.5 to trigger the framework to
use more radical approach. Figure 10(c) gives an example of
α being set to 0.7 where the framework favours higher G to
mitigate non-synchronicity.

In order to automate the process to derive an ideal AMP so-
lution to balance the two impacts for a given Δs and Glimit, the
sync controller dynamically calculates the value of G that min-
imizes Equation 9. The mathematical approaches to search for
the minimal value on our impact function are not limited by the
capabilities of the playback device. In production environments,
the optimal G s can be pre-computed based on intervals of Δs
and Glimit. This would greatly improve the run-time efficiency
of the synchronization process.

The optimal G s on the impact curve J for different Δs and
a Glimit are marked in Figure 10. We also take samples of Δs
in the range of (0,3] and Glimit in the range of (1, 3] to study
the performance of the framework when the non-synchronicity
and device/network limit varies. Figure 11(a) gives the op-
timal G while their corresponding total impact is shown in
Figure 11(b). The visible leap around Δs = 0.5 when Glimit >
2 in Figure 11(a) reflects the shift of minimal impact point in
Figure 10. When Glimit < 2, IMSync favours a lower G which
leads to higher impact. Figure 11(b) gives an overview of the ef-
fective range of the AMP re-synchronization. In general, AMP
is most suitable for non-synchronicity of low degree when the
overall impact is below 2 (at which point the users find it “per-
ceptible” or “slightly annoying”). This is also determined by
the user device and the network. Re-synchronization can be less
detrimental to user experience on devices connected via broad-
band networks. Figure 11(b) also suggests the points when the
AMP-based approach is comparable to the more straightforward
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Fig. 11. Optimal G for given Δs and Glimit.

Fig. 12. Comparison of model outcomes with different Δs.

PPP-based re-synchronization. For instance, when Δs = 2 and
Glimit = 1.5, skipping may be preferable, compared with a
4-second long annoying AMP.

We also compare our QoE-aware adaptive synchronization
model with two baseline models. Baseline1 uses a fixed play-
back gain G of 1.25 while Baseline2 uses a fixed catchup
duration T of 1 second for AMP despite the degree of

Listings 1: Heartbeat sent from client.
1: “frame”: 630,
2: “buffered”:{},
3: “currentTime”: 25.230594,
4: “ended”: false,
5: “muted”: false,
6: “networkState”: 1,
7: “paused”: false,
8: “playbackRate”: 1,
9: “played”:{},

10: “readyState”: 4,
11: “seekable”:{},
12: “duration”: 102.656,
13: “use_QoE_model”: true

non-synchronicity. Baseline1 and Baseline2 are the two typical
models adopted in related work [21], [34]. Figure 12 compares
the overall impact J of the synchronization process instructed by
different models when the non-synchronicity level ranges from
0.01 to 3 seconds. IMSync’s QoE model outperforms the two
baseline models, leading to the smallest overall impact. Impact
led by Baseline1 becomes increasingly higher than other models
due to the fact that a fixed low playback gain leads to a long
and annoying catchup period when the initial non-synchronicity
becomes relatively high (i.e., greater than 0.5 second). There is
also a sudden increase of impact on Baseline2 when the non-
synchronicity goes beyond 2 seconds. This is caused by a detri-
mental high playback gain while the catchup period is fixed at 1
second. The IMSync model balances impact of catchup period
and playback gain for the most optimal solutions.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

The IMSync framework has been implemented using open
web technologies such as JavaScript. Any user device that sup-
ports JavaScript can participate in the delivery of immersive
media without additional plug-ins. A customized Node.js server
operates as the sync server handling device discovery and sync
signalling as specified in the framework design.

A. Implementation of Sync Messaging

1) Heartbeat Mechanism: Information about each client’s
player is piggybacked onto the heartbeat acknowledgement back
to the sync server, shown in JSON Listing 1 below. This is mainly
data referring to the media currently being played, directly from
the HTML5 player (e.g. currentTime, ended, readyState, and
networkState) but also contains some framework state (e.g.,
use_QoE_model) to propagate settings from the master to all
clients. use_QoE_model is a flag that allows us to enable or
disable AMP and PPP for comparative analysis. Once received
at the server, it is timestamped and stored.

The heartbeat messages are also used to calculate the current
network delay between all of the clients and the server, using
a simple timestamp on sending and receiving. This round trip
time data is stored alongside the player data for each client.
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Listings 2: Sync log.
1: target: iydGdPh-uNlDKcpRLbkU,
2: action: sync

Listings 3: Sync message sent to client.
1: “action”: ”sync”,
2: “master_pd”:{
3: “frame”: 1230,
4: “buffered”:{},
5: “currentTime”: 49.217563,
6: “ended”: false,
7: “muted”: false,
8: “networkState”: 1,
9: “paused”: false,

10: “playbackRate”: 1,
11: “played”: ,
12: “readyState”: 4,
13: “seekable”: ,
14: “duration”: 102.656,
15: “use_QoE_model”: true
16: },
17: “master_rtt”: {
18: “last_hb”: 1473024748184,
19: “rtt”: 112,
20: “rtt_sum”: 6853,
21: “rtt_count”: 42
22: },
23: “server_time”: 1473024748723,
24: “aux_rtt”: {
25: “last_hb”: 1473024748183,
26: “rtt”: 112,
27: “rtt_sum”: 1405,
28: “rtt_count”: 8
29: }

The player data, framework state and network measurements
data then serve as a central reference to be used when creating
or maintaining synchronicity.

2) Sync Message: As an up-to-date record of the player data
is maintained; when the sync server identifies a detrimental
degree of non-synchronicity from a user client, it will internally
register such a sync request and log its socket connection ID
shown in JSON Listing 2.

The sync server can then collate all of the required data (i.e.,
master player data, master network measurements, and auxil-
iary device network measurements) necessary for the auxiliary
device to make the precise QoE calculations for resynchroniza-
tion as shown in JSON Listing 3. Furthermore the messages also
include last_hb and server_time in epoch time (in milliseconds)
to verify the age of heartbeat messages in relevance to the server
time.

3) Sync Calculation: Once the client receives the sync ac-
tion, an arrival timestamp is added and an immediate decision is
made based on the difference between the master and auxiliary

TABLE III
TIMING CALCULATION

pmaster master_pd: currentTime 49.2175 s
p ′

master True master playback time (after PPP) 49.8856 s
paux player.currentTime (after PPP) 49.2202 s
Δt1 Player latency 17.065 ms
Rmaster master_rtt: rtt 112 ms
R aux aux_rtt: rtt 112 ms
Δs Correction 0.668 ms
T Catchup period 0.48136 s
G Play rate adjustment 2.3878

players’ current playback positions. If this difference is greater
than a defined threshold (e.g., 3 seconds) the PPP approach is
used, otherwise only AMP is used.

The true current playback time of the master p′master can be
calculated by accounting for the time taken for the master’s
playhead position to traverse the network (half the two RTTs),
and for its time spent at the sync server:

Δt0 =
Raux + Rmaster

2
+ (nsync − Hmaster) (10)

p′master = pmaster + Δt0 (11)

nsync and Hmaster are server_time and master_rtt:last_hb from
the sync message. Other symbols are defined in Table III.

Depending on the previous decision whether to begin with a
PPP or not, there are two possible calculations. Using only an
AMP, the correction Δs is:

Δs = p′master − paux (12)

Using PPP followed by AMP needs to take into consideration
Δt1 , the latency between sending the seek command to the
player and the player actually playing (due to buffering). The
player jumps forward to pmaster (an increase of pmaster − paux),
and then AMP is applied to correct by the remainder.

In the demonstrated scenario which followed the PPP-then-
AMP approach, a total correction of 0.668 seconds was cal-
culated. Using the QoE model, this produces an optimal T =
0.48136 s and G = 2.3878. Table III lists the timing calculation
results.

B. Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the framework, we set up a testbed en-
vironment with multiple user devices, a sync server that hosts
the JavaScript libraries, a media server which serves media con-
tent, a full-reference sync measurement device, and emulators
for networks of different properties. Audio-visual content is dis-
tributed as native HTML5 content over HTTP. We also use an
admin web interface to monitor sync messages exchanged be-
tween devices and their player status (such as playhead position,
playback rate and buffer level). The interface provides real-time
measurements of network statistics on all devices and control
interfaces for experimentation. The framework is configured to
weigh the impact of non-synchronicity and re-synchronization
equally (α = 0.5).
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Fig. 13. Experimental results.

We used the full-reference sync measurement device to cap-
ture the operations of the framework (Figure 13). Every marker
presents a point of valid measurement. A positive value of non-
synchronicity denotes the auxiliary stream being behind the
master stream. We also use dash lines to plot the trends of
the measurements. Due to the nature of the sampling method,
the measurement tool will yield fewer results when the non-
synchronicity is high, though the accuracy of measurements is
not affected. The synchronicity during the change of playback
rate and skipping is very difficult to capture. The results given
during these transition periods are, however, still valuable in un-
derstanding the operations of the IMSync framework. Based on
the user study results shown in Figure 8, we define the threshold
of 30 ms (just below the display time of one video frame for a
30 fps video content) as the measure of whether a pair of media
streams in the same location are ”in-sync”.

The first group of tests are performed with no network em-
ulation. The available bandwidth is 100 Mbit/s and the round
trip time between user devices and the sync server is less than
10 ms . This resembles the scenario when an application is
running locally with all devices joining a local network. We
start the playback of a media stream on all devices with the
synchronization framework turned off and control the playhead
positions of the auxiliary stream to be around 65 ms behind the
master stream. We then activate the framework which immedi-
ately detects the non-synchronicity on the auxiliary device and
uses the AMP method to re-synchronize the media streams by
slightly increasing the playback rate (G = 1.086) for 0.815 sec-
onds. With the impact J of just 0.774, users are very unlikely
to notice any distortion from the time the framework is enabled.
Figure 13(a) suggests that the media streams are around 5 ms
apart after the process.

In the second test, we greatly increase the initial non-
synchronicity to around 800 ms . Using the impact function,
the framework instructs a short surge (T = 0.542) of high play-
back gain (G = 2.426) which brings the non-synchronicity back
to around 10 ms (Figure 13(b)). The impact of operation is in-
creased to J = 1.814, which suggests that statistically users will
experience a very short but not annoying distortion. The third
test studies how the IMSync framework reacts to media events.
We start the test with all streams in-sync (s ∼= 18 ms ), then com-
mit a skip operation to a point around 15 minutes further into the
video on the master stream (which is a common user operation).
Because the non-synchronicity (around 15 minutes) is beyond
the range of AMP, IMSync instructs the auxiliary stream to skip
(Figure 13(c)) whilst factoring in the signaling delay. Due to
the small buffering delay, the auxiliary stream becomes over
120 ms behind the master stream. This is immediately followed
by AMP which closes up the gap with minimal impact in one
second (Figure 13(c)). The measurements in negative values
imply that an auxiliary device is ahead of the master device.

The second group of tests evaluate the framework’s perfor-
mance when network delays and bandwidth affect sync signal-
ing and media buffering. We use a network emulator netem to
apply a 100 ms round-trip delay to the link of the auxiliary device
and enable the AMP on 800 ms of non-synchronicity. The results
demonstrate that the framework detects the additional network
latency and adjusts the playback rate change to close up the lag
between media streams. We then limit the available bandwidth
of the auxiliary device to 3 Mbit/s and repeat the skipping test.
As a result, the limit on the buffering throughput increases the
non-synchronicity after the skipping tenfold to around 700 ms . It
then takes AMP to apply a high playback gain of G = 2.403 with
impact of J = 1.781 to adjust the media stream (Figure 13(e)).
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Fig. 14. Overall perceptual impact influenced by network impairments.

The PPP approach is brought in to estimate the buffer delay
based on 1) the moving average of previous skip events, and 2)
out-of-band bandwidth monitoring using probing packets. The
estimated buffer delay is then employed to skip the auxiliary
stream to a projected playhead position further into the future
so that the playback deficit can be greatly reduced when the
skip event completes. Figure 13(f) gives an example of how
the bandwidth/buffering delay measurement could improve the
synchronization. With the same set-up used for Figure 13(e),
the PPP-based approach takes the measurement of around
500 ms of buffering delay based on statistics from previous
events, and reduces the non-synchronicity after the skip to just
under 100 ms , which has much less impact (J = 0.873) to catch
up further by AMP.

We also investigate the robustness of IMSync in dealing with
a range of different network impairments such as delay, jitter
and packet loss. We use the same network emulator to introduce
network impairments on the link of the auxiliary device, and ran-
domly change the playhead position on the master device. The
test then measures the overall impact J of the synchronization
process instructed by IMSync. Each test is repeated 20 times.
Figure 14(a) compares the mean and 95 % confidence interval
of the overall impact when the round trip delay of the network
is 80 ms, 240 ms, 400 ms, 560 ms, 720 ms. Higher network
delay results in a higher degree of initial non-synchronicity,
and hence costs a higher impact to rectify. Assisted by its QoE
model, IMSync adapts AMP strategies according to the runtime
measurements and retains its overall performance.

We maintain the round-trip delay in the network as 80 ms,
and repeat the experiment by randomly discarding packets with
the drop rate of 5 %,10 %,15 %, which affects both the content
distribution and the sync signalling. As Figure 14(b) illustrates,
there is a positive correlation between the drop rate and the
overall synchronization impact with respect to the mean and the
standard deviation measures. This is caused by the increased
buffering time and the retransmission of sync messages. When
the drop rate reaches 10 %, some sync messages may be re-
transmitted a few times before success which explains the high

level of standard deviation of the overall impact. We also in-
vestigate the impact of jitter at 80 ms, 240 ms, 400 ms, . The
results suggest that large jitter does have more of an impact
on the synchronization process, especially on sync signalling.
IMSync is able to cope with such severe network impairments
while keeping the overall impact relatively low (Figure 14(c)).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Orchestrating multiple media streams across heterogeneous
user devices in order to deliver new, immersive media experi-
ences is a very challenging task. The paper contributes to this
topic with the design and implementation of an open inter-
stream synchronization framework, IMSync. The framework is
unique in providing optimized re-sychronization strategies that
have minimal perceptual impact to the user using a compre-
hensive QoE perception model, while incorporating an efficient
sync-signaling mechanism and functional modules to interact
with media engines. We implement the framework using web
technologies and evaluate its performance using a tailor-made
testbed. Whilst IMSync is able to achieve absolute inter-stream
synchronicity, its role extends further than this by providing
a foundation for new media applications and user experiences
by enabling the temporal attributes of associated media objects
over multiple devices to be specified. IMSync also represents a
crucial step forward in supporting novel spatial audio and video
designs using non-specialized equipment such as smartphones
and tablets that can be used across heterogeneous networks. The
change of playback rate is executed by IMSync using standard
APIs such as HTML5 media controls. We conducted a series of
experiments to evaluate the performance of IMSync in deliver-
ing enhanced user experience using a number of synchronized
user devices.

Future work will investigate further ways in which the im-
pact of re-synchronization can be reduced, including techniques
used in the professional audio industry that rely on real-time
audio processing equipment to preserve the pitch of the signal
(e.g. WSOLA [12], [38]). We currently use audio and video
as the reference media to model the human perception of me-
dia synchronization. Humans have a very high sensitivity to
audio asynchrony in the degree of tens of milliseconds, there-
fore audio-visual content provides an ideal reference media to
evaluate the performance of IMSync. Related work suggests
that synchronization between sensorial effects and multimedia
content is important to the user experience and the perception
of synchronicity can be different across haptic, air, and olfac-
tion [40]. We will also further investigate the impact of sensual
overload observed on a small number of participants in our
tests. IMSync’s models and experimentation platform lay the
groundwork for future work in the synchronized delivery of
multi-sensory media.
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